IT Convergence Testing Services

Boost your business performance with
Oracle Applications Testing Services
In today’s competitive global marketplace, the Oracle
E-Business Suite can be a powerful strategic tool for
lowering costs, improving efficiency, and increasing
business agility. Too many businesses fail to take full
advantage of Oracle. One of the biggest reasons for this
breakdown is because organizations lack a solid testing
strategy to back up investments in expensive ERP systems.
On the surface, Oracle E-Business Suite testing might seem
simple and straight forward, some key challenges that
traditionally have bedeviled ERP testing engagements are:
n Lack of ERP testing skills
n Unavailability of business users for testing with
Applications skills
n Inadequate time for end-to-end testing
n Low budget for testing
n Excessive time and cost needed to prepare functional
test scripts
n Project delays and cost overruns tied to extensive
regression testing
n High complexity and cost of maintaining test scripts:
n Inability to re-use test scripts and test cases across
different scenarios
n Loss of productivity because subject matter experts
need to be involved in the testing process

IT Convergence Oracle Applications Testing services help
businesses:
n Reduce lengthy testing cycles
n Overcome the cost and staffing availability limitations
that have traditionally plagued in-house testing
n Apply appropriate skills in processes, technology, and
tools throughout the testing cycle
n Add structure, discipline, and objectivity to the testing
process
n Detect defects early in the project lifecycle
n Make informed go-to-market decisions
n Evaluate larger environments across the enterprise

Trust IT Convergence’s proven
Oracle Applications Testing Expertise
Increasingly, businesses view ERP testing as an expert
service area that requires comprehensive knowledge in
ERP software, testing, processes, methodologies, and
technology.
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Test Strategy for Regression/Functional/
Performance Tests & Automation
Test Management Strategy & Defect
Management
Automated Functional Test Script
Development and Test Execution
Automation Feasibility Study
Manual Test Script Execution (Manual
Test Script will be provided to the team)
Execution of Automated Test Scripts
Gather Performance Testing Requirements
Automate Performance Test Scripts using
any Industry Standard Tool (Load Runner
or OATS)
Identify the Test Coverage related to
the Product Platform (HP Unix, Solaris,
Windows 7, AIX, Linux, etc.) Testing
Open Bugs identified during Testing

Whether testing fresh implementations, upgrades, or
enhancements in your Oracle environment, we apply our
expertise to help customers improve business performance
through increased process efficiencies and reduced costs
that come with quality assurance.
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Our extensive experience in development, transformation,
testing, and supporting Oracle ERP applications across
numerous vertical industry segments has helped businesses
prevent application defects from impeding service and
negatively affecting business performance. Our risk-based
approach to testing focuses on the identification and
prioritization of critical business functions at risk from
application defects to achieve comprehensive testing
coverage, early defect detection, and lower costs of
quality assurance.
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Testing Road Map
Test Planning , Tools Requirement ,
Testing Calendar & Defect Management
Strategy
Regression Test Planning and Execution
Test Reporting

Regression Test Planning and Execution
Test Reporting

Identify Processes to be Tested for
Performance Testing
Provide Test Results to the Performance
Tuning Team
Execute the Tests using the Test Scripts
provided
Retest once the Bug Fixes are applied
Certify the availability of the Product

IT Convergence offers a full suite of functional and
non-functional application testing services to help
organizations achieve business process assurance and
make informed go-to-market decisions. Our approach
is designed to identify and prioritize critical business
functions at risk from application defects. Through this
approach, and through industry best practices and proven
methodologies, we can develop and implement costeffective testing procedures specific to a business’s needs
that improve quality assurance and help mitigate risk.
By partnering with ITC, you gain access to extensive
ERP implementation experience, knowledge of Business
Process Testing (BPT) as well as intellectual property to
provide an Oracle Applications Testing Solution that
drives down the automation effort and facilitates easier
maintenance of the test scripts.

Contact us today to find out
how you can benefit from IT Convergence’s
Oracle Applications Testing Services.

To learn more about the results we can provide, contact us at:
info@itconvergence.com
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